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Tales of equestria rpg.
A GM (Game Master) is a player at the table, but instead of playing as a pony he or she will play as a storyteller, impersonating all of the ponies you meet, the beasts you face and challenges you face. I think my favourite detail so far is that character sheets have a space where you get to draw and colour your pony character. The following
departments are currently not hiring: Animation, Concept Art, HR, Moderation, PR, Voice Acting, Web Dev, and Writing. As a group. If you're playing using our launcher, or the Android mobile version (we're still working on iOS, don't worry!), you should be updated automatically (although you may need to visit the Play Store and prompt it to update
the app)!That's everything for now; we hope to see you in Equestria soon, and that you all have a very happy Hallowtide! Comments Legends of Equestria is not responsible for online interactions or any advertisement content. The core rulebook has recently released and there is quite a bit there for fans of MLP. If you're playing on mobile, you may
need to visit your app store to prompt the update.That's everything for now; we hope you enjoy this newest update, and we look forward to seeing you in Equestria soon! Comments Hey again, everypony! It's time to gather round and warm ourselves through the end of the year, and what better way to do so than with a new update to Legends of
Equestria? Cool! How do I win? The idea of figuring out my character’s cutie mark is remarkably alluring.One interesting thing about Tails of Equestria is the fact that the lead designer is Alessio Cavatore, of Games Workshop and Kings of War fame. One of the players takes on the role of GM while the others play as PCs (pony characters). Legends of
Equestria is not affiliated with Hasbro or DHX Media. Hey there! So I imagine if you are taking a look at this game, you know a little about My Little Pony, perhaps you are a fan of the show or maybe you collected the original toys when you were younger. This book is a manual for a storytelling game that allows you and your friends to explore the
amazing and magical world of Equestria – Will you be a dynamic adventurer like Derring Do or a stylish diva like Rarity? Rules that will tell you how to make a strong, clever or charming pony. First off, the big one: Legends of Equestria is finally available on iPhone and iPad!We've been hard at work since starting development on our mobile version of
the game to get it onto the App Store; it's taken us a little bit of time to dot the I's and cross the T's, but we're finally there now! You can download Legends of Equestria from the App Store now, on an iPhone running iOS 13.0 or later, or an iPad running iPadOS 13.0 or later. Macs with Apple Silicon can also use this as an alternative client for LoE!
Major thanks go to our publishing partner Candy Horses for handling the legal processes to publish the game on the App Store.That's not all, though; a new in-game event has begun! With winter all warmed up across Equestria, the land is truly springing into spring - but it's not all good news. Just in time for a certain in-game, player-organised,
formal event, we hope! If you'd like to attend the community-made Gala event, make sure you put on your best outfit, and check out the details on the #community-events channel of our Discord server That's the highlights, but there's plenty more packed into this update; a new construction site in the Frontier, quest fixes, skill upgrade adjustments,
lighting changes, a new animation for the Mining Talent, variable bank space rewards from quests, and more! If you'd like to read all the details, as always, you can find them in our changelog post.If you're playing on Windows using our Launcher, the game should update automatically; other platforms will need to visit our downloads page to grab the
latest copy of the game files. By the looks of it, it promises a lore she’s deeply connected with and a rule structure she can more comfortably handle.My Little Pony: Tails of Equestria is a tabletop RPG designed for 2 – 6 players, ages 8+. During an interview, when asked how he went from these incredibly mature, dark settings to something like MLP,
he responded simply, “I have a daughter.” Playtesting for Tails of Equestria involved the toughest group of play testers I could ever imagine; Alessio’s 6-year-old daughter and her friends, all of whom are huge MLP fans. That’s probably why I’m genuinely excited to run through Tails of Equestria as a family. The premise is that ponies are mysteriously
being cursed and turned into collectible figures, like the ones for sale right now at your nearest toy store.My Little Pony: Tails of Equestria looks like a brilliant game that introduces younger kids to the fundamentals of roleplaying, while set in an incredibly vibrant world. Well, thankfully much of the rest of Equestria can join in the fun now too, with
Cantermore, the Crystal Kingdom, the Heartlands, and White Tail Park also finding themselves blanketed!We've reworked the Bramblewoods dungeon a little to make it look, and sound, more atmospheric. Winning a storytelling game is very easy, you just need to have fun. One of the coolest things included in the game is a full map of Equestria,
drawn in the same style as any map found in a D&D sourcebook. The core rulebook contains all of the information you need for character creation, play (including a “scuffles” section to outline combat) and a full adventure titled “The Pet Predicament”. Tails of Equestria is not about getting to the end of a board or having the most points but about
having fantastical adventures along the way and using the magic of Friendship to overcome any obstacles that stand in your way. If you don't receive a response to your application within two weeks, please contact us on our support email. If you're on a mobile device, you may need to visit your app store to prompt the update to start!That's all from us
for now! Hopefully you enjoy what we've worked on so far, and are looking forward to what we have planned next! Until then, we'll see you in Equestria! Comments Hey again, everypony! Nice to speak to you again so soon!We've got a couple of exciting bits of news for you all. This is more than just the usual decorations this time around, however;
new seasonal trimmings have been added along with some fog effects, and a new bloom setting really helps with the ambience! There are also some new cosmetic pumpkin lanterns available from your friendly neighbourhood graveyard-tender, Crypt Keeper! And of course, some ponies will be celebrating the festivities by giving out candies, and the
seasonal costume quest is enabled once more, for those who haven't yet created Ensemble's masterpiece of a Hallowtide costume!Not everything in this update is as spooky, though; the Cantermore Library now has a suitably ostentatious interior, complete with enough tomes to shake a bookcase at! There might even be some reading material there
to learn more about the origins of Hallowtide itself...Our efforts to include your efforts in-game continue, as we add 2 more fan-made main menu themes! Where will Prologue end up next? Hey again, everypony! We hope you've all enjoyed warming up after winter, and are ready to spring into summer! We've been busy ourselves, and are happy to
announce that our next major update, v2022.02.01, is now available for download!First things first, our amazing community continues to submit some great menu designs, and two more are being featured, with an all-new soundtrack to one! Remember, if you'd like to see your own artwork featured as a main menu theme, you can read all the details
on how to submit it here.Another thing you'll likely notice quickly is that some NPCs now have subtitles! This should help to give you a little more information about what an NPC does - whether they're a merchant, a member of the Guard, or one of you friends from foalhood - and make navigation a little easier!We're also experimenting with more
advanced mob behaviour. You will be able to fly, dance, play with pets, and more with friends or by yourself. You'll never miss something out of the corner of your eye again!I swear the bit where she looks at the camera was not intended as a jumpscare.A bunch of new loading screen art is also included for lots of our in-game locations that were
previously stuck sharing! You'll also see a loading percentage, to give you a better idea of how long it'll take before you can get to exploring again.One final highlight of the update: everypony's favorite cousins, the donkeys, have finally rolled into town! Donkey NPCs are being added to the game, with more to come in the near future!There's plenty
more included in this update - like a raft of new quests and NPCs, a bunch of bug fixes, some terrain loading improvements, a hoodie cosmetic item, and much more! You can check out everything in our changelog post, as usual. There's plenty to cover for v2021.06.01, now available for download, so let's get started!It's not fair for the ponies of
Ponydale to be the only ones that get to enjoy the snow each year, is it? Think of the GM as a narrator in a movie, it is their job to tell the players exactly what is happening in the story and what the outcomes of their actions are depending on the results they roll on their dice. If you're playing using our Windows launcher, your files should update
automatically; other platforms may need to visit our downloads page to get hold of the latest game files. You and your friends, including the GM, are all on the same team – as long as everypony is having fun, everybody wins! With my 8-year-old daughter, it’s safe to say that I have watched a lot of My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic. GM… what is
that? A story that you and your friends will delve into, where the choices you make will change the story itself until you are telling the story as much as the book or the GM. Not to mention all of the MLP comics we’ve read as bedtime stories. You have until April 10th to complete the event!That's not the only seasonal event happening this year,
though; with strong winds on the horizon, nesting birds' eggs are at risk, and one pony needs your help to save them! This new collection event will begin April 11th and runs through until April 24th (which by complete coincidence roughly coincides with a real-world seasonal event, what are the chances?), so you can look forward to earning the new
bunny-suit reward in the near future!A full-scale map has now been added! It can be accessed with the M key (or tapping the minimap on mobile), and shows your character's position within the world of Equestria. The strong winds have blown many eggs out of their nests, scattering them across the Heartlands! Luckily, one pony has decided to
rectify this tragedy, and he's offering rewards for all those willing to help him! You can find this new character just outside Midway Village, where he's waiting to trade you a new unique outfit (as well as some other goodies) in return for any eggs you can collect. or its affiliates Home Team FAQ Rules Forums Contact Downloads Welcome to Legends
of Equestria, a free-to-play MMORPG, available to play right now in Open Access! Our in-development game is full of adventures, magic, and small horses. This book contains rules and a story. No word yet on whether I can equip my pony with a party cannon, but I’m crossing my fingers.What would you name your MLP pony character? Another shared
geeky passion between her and I is roleplaying. It also features an interactive legend for some key locations, like farming and mining spots, or cooking stations!We've also been working on some improvements to how ponies move and interact with the world. On the subject of the main menu, though, we should also mention that the buttons and logo
have had a bit of a revamp!That's far from everything - we haven't covered the raft of general bug fixes, updated icon art, additional usefuls detail on item descriptions, or the new type of ice skates - so if you want to get the full details of what's changed, you can check out our changelog! If you're using our Windows Launcher, your game should
automatically update when you next launch; if you're playing on mobile, you may need to visit your app store to prompt the download. The sequel to “The Pet Predicament” is up for pre-order now and is The Curse of the Statuettes. It has been confirmed that players can only choose from the classes Earth Pony, Unicorn or Pegasus. Sorry folks, there
can be no new Alicorns. You'll have to be quick if you want to earn this new costume, though; this in-game event only runs until the 24th April!That's everything we have for now! We hope you enjoy the game on this new platform, and the new in-game event too; we have lots more planned for the rest of the year, so stick around, and we'll see you in
Equestria! Comments Hey there, everypony! The snow is beginning to melt across Equestria... There's even a whole community of friends over at our forums! We are an ongoing project! We are always looking for talented new volunteers to help us out. All trademarks and copyrights are the property of their respective owners. Let us know in the
comments!Image Credits: Hasbro & Ninja Division © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews What is this book? You can read more about these inclusions here, if you'd like to submit your own, and see your artwork in the game for all our players to enjoy!There's plenty more included in this update - greater VR support,
mobile UI tweaks, new Talent Marks, and of course the usual raft of bug fixes and quest issues addressed - and you can check out the full details in our changelog. Being a roleplaying game, the GM is free to craft unique adventures set in the land of Equestria or to follow along with the adventures as they are released. If you feel like you're ready, feel
free to send us your application. Our shared fandom bonds us. While we’ve done it rather successfully, that success requires some accommodations, modifications, and handling of the more complex rules. D&D sessions are so ubiquitous in our household as my daughter grew up that my kid eventually asked to play with us. Tails of Equestria allows
you to create, name and play as your very own pony character to solve puzzles and explore dungeons, there may even be some dragons! Wait, wait, wait, you said this is a game, but this is clearly a book! You’re right, but it’s actually a book and a game. Currently Hiring: 2D Art 3D Modeling Audio: -SFX Designers Design: -Level Designers -VFX Artists
-Systems Designers Implementation: -Script Implementers -Unity Implementers Programming Writing: -Quest Writers -Editors Descriptions of the above jobs, and additional hiring information and recruitment status can be read here. Otherwise, you can find the direct download versions of Legends of Equestria on our downloads page like
usual!Thanks again for all your support this year, everyone; we hope to see you in Equestria soon! Happy holidays! Comments Hey again, everypony! Autumn is here once again, which means it's time for everything to get a little bit spooky for a while - and Equestria is right on theme, with Hallowtide now in full swing! That's not the only thing
happening in our latest update; read on for a few other highlights from v2021.05.01, now available for download!You'll probably notice that a few places have had their atmospheres adjusted for the festivities. Now, attacking certain enemies may trigger a 'swarm' effect, where other nearby mobs will also rush in to defend them! Make sure you take
extra caution when engaging in combat, because who knows how many enemies you might make!We've added a couple of new and rather dashing cosmetic items, too. This is a wild and dangerous place, and it deserves the ambience to match! Speaking of sounds, though, there's been a few other fixes to our audio, like ability sounds that would cut off
abruptly after hitting the target.There's also a new seasonal event! Mysterious gifts have been strewn around for collection, and you can earn various rewards for finding and claiming them - including a new Holiday Coat! You'd better move quick though, as other ponies may be racing to find them too!We've also continued to add some of the great
menu art submissions from our incredible players for everyone to enjoy! A few new pieces are now included, but if you'd like to submit your own, you can read all about it here. A lot of this has gone into our new headlook system; other players on the server will now be able to see where you're looking much clearer, and you can manually control the
head position with a keybind (the R key by default). All rights reserved. To experience this new content, you'll need to update your copy of the game; if you're playing using a direct download on your computer, you'll need to go to our downloads page to download the latest version. The festivities are over, and Check List is once again looking for help
to complete Ponydale's Winter Warm-Up! She'll be waiting at the Town Hall as usual for any volunteers who'd like to lend a hoof. In typical MLP fashion, the next adventure is quite meta. which must mean it's time for Legends of Equestria's spring update! We've been hard at work to bring you a bunch of new content, features, and improvements, so
we're very excited to let you know what to expect in v2022.01.01, now available for download!First things first: with a change of season comes a change of events. Please note, however, that while it can be downloaded there, the app may not run well on devices older (or with lower hardware specifications) than the iPhone X and iPad 7.
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